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Would that we had the luxury to debate Donald Trump’s locker room banter from years
ago. But we don’t.
The ship called America is going down. Anyone who thinks there is a nanosecond of time
to chit-chat about crude remarks made by a presidential candidate is a fool who doesn’t
grasp that we’re on a sinking ship.
Hillary Clinton has made threatening remarks and decisions that cost people their lives
and weakened the safety and security of this nation. Donald Trump has never, through
action or inaction, caused the death of another person or done anything that put America
in harm’s way.
Perhaps Clinton’s actions seem abstract to some of people. As if her callous attitude
toward the life of a diplomat and three others overseas in some far-flung country has little
to do with them. Maybe the Middle East seems a safe distance away so her hand in
setting it on fire by shoving our allies aside so our enemies could rise doesn’t impact
them. Or that something related to email couldn’t possibly be all that dangerous.
But it’s all very dangerous and deadly. For those that don’t appreciate the gravity of it, let’s
explore a bit of how this evil-in-a-pantsuit might hit a little closer to home.
She wants to make America look like Eurabia. Her desire to import record numbers of
“refugees” will put cities and towns across the United States under siege as people from
Islamic hellholes arrive with their Qurans in tow (not to mention a zillion kids with more on
the way). This demographic will include Muslim males who have a proven track record of
being rapists, as Islam continues its march, seeking to colonize every nook and cranny of
this land.
And if the idea of generalizing about a group of people is offensive to some folks (most
likely the same people chit-chatting on the sinking ship), one must ask why the rapes
themselves do not offend. Outrage. Disgust. Terrify. And galvanize to make sure we keep
such people out lest we, our mothers, wives, and daughters become their next victims.
For the uninformed or intentionally misleading, look to Europe for proof, then let’s talk.
Another closer-to-home bit of evidence of the evil that is Hillary Clinton arrived this
summer when she threatened the freedom and the future of tens of millions of Americans
when she promised to beat us so badly that our “kind” would never rise again. You might
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think she was just talking about the upcoming presidential election. If so you’d be deluding
yourself. Clinton spoke like a true totalitarian. She means to destroy us, and not just at the
ballot box.
Her promise to make sure our kind never rise again – stated during her “deplorables,”
“irredeemable,” “not America” comments – was more chilling than any of the other words
combined. And as long as we’re mentioning these words, she also referred to us as a
“different breed.” She thus rendered us inhuman, which enabled her to propose the
unthinkable.
What does it mean to make sure the likes of you and me never rise again and how would
Clinton and the left make that happen? What comes to mind is terrifying to consider, but
consider it we must because Hillary Clinton has promised to permanently destroy us.
Yet America is now distracted by crude men’s locker room comments made by Donald
Trump several years ago. The end of America is in view just up ahead on the horizon. We
haven’t the luxury for outrage about petty things. Our nation is morphing into a fascist
vision of One World Order. Accordingly, life will become misery.
Which candidate is keen to inflict such misery upon us? If you are unsure about how to
vote, the answer to that should be your guide.
Put another way, see here, here, and here.
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